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Water “fingerprints” where 

do they come from?
During evaporation and condensation of water, the concentration 

of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes (naturally-occurring atoms of 

different mass) change. Water vapour rising from the oceans carries 

a lower concentration of heavy isotopes than seawater. When the 

resulting clouds release water, the heavy isotopes fall out first. As 

clouds move inland, their isotopic composition again changes, and 

the water acquires individual and characteristic "fingerprints" in 

different environments.

There are other isotopes in rainwater, such as tritium and carbon-

14, whose concentration decreases with time. These isotopes in 

surface or groundwater can be measured to determine the "age" 

or residence time of water within a particular water body.

Oxygen isotopes in the 

water cycle

Mean tritium concentration in rain 

and snow, July 1963 (82 stations)

Schematic of how Carbon-14 

gets into groundwater
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The ultimate source of our 

water resources is air mois-

ture, which condenses to 

produce rainfall and snow. 

Knowledge of the isotopic 

composition of precipitation 

is essential for the practice 

of isotope hydrology. 

The IAEA coordinates a Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP), 

which is used to identify the source areas of surface water catchments 

and groundwater reservoirs. It is also used to help predict changes in 

rainfall patterns due to climate change. An initiative "Moisture Isotopes 

in the Biosphere and the Atmosphere" (MIBA), was launched in 2005 to 

monitor the isotope composition of moisture in plants, soils and air. This 

effort will provide an understanding of how soil moisture availability and 

atmospheric humidity affect precipitation patterns under changing climatic 

conditions.

The GNIP database currently includes nearly 

90 000 records from 700 stations located in 101 countries

What can we learn from 

rain and moisture?

Stream and river waters originate through contribution from various 

sources. The changes in isotopic composition of a river along its 

length allow one to quantify inputs from groundwater and tributaries. 

New developments in dating techniques of groundwater will permit 

managers to predict the response of surface water to land use 

change.

The IAEA has initiated the Global Network of Isotopes in Rivers 

(GNIR) to help monitor and pre-empt hydrological changes that may 

have a deleterious effect on water quality.

Where does river 

water come from?

Lakes and wetland habitats 

serve an important role in 

maintaining water quality 

within catchments. Managing 

these systems depend on 

knowledge of the sources of 

water, especially at a time 

of stress such as extended 

droughts.

For example, the water balance of Lake Victoria is dominated by 

direct precipitation and evapo ration. Iso topic data show that no 

significant lake water is lost by flow into the adjacent shallow aquifer 

system. Furthermore, the wetlands at the fringes of Lake Victoria 

are sustained by ground water and not lateral flow from the lake.

Does groundwater contribute 

to lakes and wetlands?
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